MIDLAND COLLEGE

SIXTH COMMENCEMENT

Chaparral Center
May 12, 1979
7:00 pm
GRAND PROCESSIONAL (Audience Seated)  
Don Haddad, Composer  
Golden Crane Band  
Thomas L. Briley, Director

INVOCATION (Audience Standing)  
Reagan H. Legg  
Member, Board of Trustees

INTRODUCTION OF COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER  
Dr. Al G. Langford  
President, Midland College

COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER  
The Honorable Kent Hance  
19th Congressional District  
United States House of Representatives

OVERTURE JUBILOSO  
Frank Erickson, Composer  
Golden Crane Band

FACULTY AWARDS  
Kenneth A. Peeler  
Member, Board of Trustees

STUDENT FACULTY AWARDS  
Chuck Moore  
Dr. David Caffey

SENATE AWARDS

PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES  
Dr. Donald Hunt  
Academic Vice President

CONFERRING OF DEGREES  
Dr. Al G. Langford

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS  
Jack Huff  
President, Board of Trustees

BENEDICTION (Audience Standing)  
Reagan H. Legg

GRAND RECESSIONAL (Audience Seated)  
Don Haddad, Composer  
Golden Crane Band

There will be a reception following the graduation ceremony in the Chaparral Center.
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS

Robby Wes Barrett
Shell M. Collins—H
Dolores G. Freeman—H
Carmon E. McCain
Chuck Moore
Don Allan Pardue
Vicki Pinkerton—H
Shelley F. Smith
Lorenza Tucker

ASSOCIATE OF GENERAL STUDIES

H

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Samuel A. Aghimien
Barbara Brown
Mitchell Wayne Bryant
Sammie Bustamante
Debra K. Carter
Mike S. Corley—H
Lesa Day
Sandra DeLaGarza
Kathleen J. Dunn
Jim J. Francis—H
Erasmo (Eddie) Gutierrez—H
William Howard Haynes—H
Larry Heffelfinger
Noian Hinkle
Bob G. Howard
John D. Jensen—H
Mohammad M. Kahtani—H
Larkin Danny Lay
Martha Elena Marquez
Phillip Mathews
Phillip Lee Maxwell
Thomas E. McGinness
Ronal Dee Meador
Juliet S. Miller—H
Theada K. Nesmith—H
Vincent O. Obasuyi
Linda K. Petree—H
Curtis Price Jr.—H
Virginia H. Scott—HH
Damon Shupp
F. Kay Smith
Keven Staritz
David Lee Tanner
Louis S. Torrans III
Stefan R. Weiss—HH
James V. Yakshaw—H
Barbara J. Kirby

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE

Elizabeth Ann Anderson—H
Barbara Breeding
Gary Cain
Jimmy Chatwell
Edward Dison
Kim Farris—H
Jean Faulkenberry—H
Kelly Fraser
Randall L. Howell—H
Jean L. Jones—H
John Scott Kirkland
Mohammed F. Al-Ajlan
Abdulaziz Al-Salem
Mary Hamilton Bechner—H
Kathy Booth
Danny Brock
Barbara Bucola
Barbara Candioti
Randolph Taylor Carley—H
Cheryl Cotton
Karen Gay Courtney
Terry Cox—HH
Barbara Faigle—H
Gwendolyn L. Feather
Oliver I. Halbert IV—H
Luther Hawley
Janice Cheryl Hill—HH
Wanda Holland
David W. Howard—H
Greg Hunt—H
Abdulaziz Husainan

ASSOCIATE OF GENERAL STUDIES

Randi R. Johnson
Mary E. Lee
Luis A. Mata
Kathy McNeese—HH
Michael Allan McWhorter—HH
Clarence Douglas Meekins
Kye R. Miller—H
Terry Morgan
Janet Overton—H
Marvin J. Raven
Geneva Ridgeway
Leah Sanders—H
Anne Marie Shaunessy
Rhonda Standerfer—HH
Jimmy C. Stewart—H
Marion L. Stewart—HH
Robert E. Thomas
Sherry Sue Ward—H
Louis Price Young

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE

Katherine Ann Layman
Grace A. Lower
Dorothy E. Maggio—HH
Gerald McCarver Jr.
Carol Sue Morgan
Robert Wayne Pierce
Cindy Rains
Robert W. Richardson—H
Mark Starr Roberts
William S. Weir
Kenneth Earl Woodruff Jr.
An outstanding new facility opened on the Midland College Campus in late 1978. Chaparral Center is a multi-purpose building owned and operated by Midland College, offering the largest seating capacity for indoor events in the community.

"The Captain and Tennille" opened the building, which already has accommodated college and high school basketball games and tournaments, a new car show, several rock music shows, a major convention for educators, banquets, gospel music concerts. Among the headliners have been Bert Bacharach with the Houston Symphony, Van Halen, Kris Kristofferson and Rita Coolidge, Black Sabbath, Harlem Globetrotters, Ginger Rogers, and astronaut Jim Irwin.

The Midland College Chaparral Basketball team plays all its home games in Chaparral Center, plus the new Chaparral Classic.

Features include 5,000 permanent, arm-chair seats (700 of them with padded cushions); floor seating for 1,500 more for concerts; large four-sided electronic scoreboard; excellent acoustics and sound system; parking for 1,500 cars; Pro-Turf flooring with basketball and tennis markings; professionally-operated concession stands; and four dressing rooms.

Midland College and high school graduations are slated for the Chaparral Center in the future.

Professionally-managed, Chaparral Center is attracting major events for both students and townspeople to enjoy. And it's right on the Midland College campus!